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AAM Online User Guide : Buyers 
 
To place a bid a buyer needs to be registered and logged into AAM Online.  Please keep log in details 
confidential and secure.  A bid placed with particular log in details is binding! 
Should you intend to bid on an auction, please ensure AAM Online administration are aware of your 
intentions at least one hour before the auction starts so credit limits can be updated and communicated. 
 
All lots are available for view on the “Active Auctions” page or on the auction page selected from the 
calendar as soon as they have been approved and uploaded by AAM.  Our aim is to have all lots available 
online by the day before the Auction.  Bids may only be placed when the auction is running.   
 
A bid can be placed either from the Quick Detail Screen or from the Full Detail Screen.  The Full Detail 
Screen will have all photos and videos available for viewing. 
Bids can be free typed or automatically increased in pre-set increments, by clicking on the “up arrow”. 
(these increments are set by AAM as the lowest allowed increment). 
 
The format of the auction is a Simultaneous Auction.  All lots will start at the same time and will run for a 
set time.  The run time may differ per lot so please be aware of remaining time.  Please also refresh the 
Active Auctions page occasionally to ensure the time remaining is correct, especially if bidding on a mobile 
device. 
 
The current bid will be displayed on all screens.  A new bid must exceed the current bid and must at least 
be in an increment the same or higher than the pre-set increment.  If your bid is the highest, a block will 
display indicating you are the highest bidder.  Should another buyer place a higher bid this message will 
disappear.  When the Lot has finished a message will display if you have won the lot and you will receive an 
email notification.  Should the Seller’s reserve price not be met than an AAM representative will contact 
you for further discussion.   
 
Please also be familiar with our Online Auction Terms and Conditions! 

 
PLEASE CONTACT OLIVER AADNESGAARD - 067 416 5194 FOR ANY INFORMATION! 


